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Quantum interfaces (QIs) that generate entanglement between a multimode atomic memory and a photon form
a multiplexed repeater node and could greatly improve quantum repeater rates. Recently, a temporal multimode
spin-wave memory entangled with a photon was demonstrated with cold atoms [Wen et al., Phys. Rev. A
100, 012342 (2019)]. However, due to the additional noise generated in a multimode operation, the fidelity
of the spin-wave–photon entanglement significantly decreases with the mode number. So far, improvements in
the temporal-multimode entanglement fidelity associated with suppressing the additional noise have not been
explored. In this work, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a scheme that can suppress the additional
noise of a temporally multiplexed QI. The scheme uses an asymmetric channel to retrieve the photons coming
from the temporally multiplexed QI. For comparison purposes, we also set up a QI that uses a symmetric channel
for photon collection. When the QIs store 14 modes, the measured Bell parameters S for the QIs using the
asymmetric and the symmetric photon-collection channels are 2.36 ± 0.03 and 2.24 ± 0.04, respectively, which
means that a QI using an asymmetric channel provides a 3% increase in the entanglement fidelity, i.e., a 1.7-fold
decrease in the additional noise, compared with a QI using a symmetric channel. In addition, the 14-mode
entanglement QIs that use the asymmetric and symmetric collections preserve the violation of a Bell inequality
for storage times of up to ∼25 and ∼20 μs, respectively, showing that the asymmetric QI has better entanglement
storage performance.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.106.022610

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale quantum networks [1–3] and long-distance
quantum communication [3–5] rely on long-distance entanglement distribution through quantum repeaters (QRs) [6].
In QRs [4–6], the long-distance L over which one wants
to distribute entanglement is divided into short elementary
links. Each link contains two nodes with a separation distance L . Entanglement is generated in each short interval
and then extended to the whole distance L through entanglement swapping [6]. The key element of each node is a
light-matter quantum interface (QI) that generates quantum
correlations or entanglement between an atomic memory and
a photon [4,5]. To practically realize QRs, Duan, Lukin, Cirac,
and Zoller (DLCZ) proposed a protocol [5] in which atomphoton quantum correlations can be created via spontaneous
Raman scattering (SRS) induced by a write laser pulse in
atomic ensembles, and such atom-photon quantum correlations have indeed been demonstrated [7–20]. Building on
these atom-photon quantum correlations, many experiments
have demonstrated the generation of atom-photon entanglement [21–31]. When using atom-photon entanglement instead
of atom-photon quantum correlation for the repeater nodes,
the long-distance phase stability required in the DLCZ protocol [5] is no longer necessary [32,33]. Alternatively, the
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atom-photon entanglement QI may be generated through
the storage of photonic entanglement [34–36] in atomic ensembles. With an atom-photon entanglement QI, quantum
teleportation from photons [37,38] to matter [39] and entanglement generation for individual elementary links [40,41]
have been demonstrated. However, it has been noted that
DLCZ-type QRs based on single-mode storage have very slow
rates for practical use [4,42–46]. One promising method for
overcoming this problem is to use multimode QRs (nodes)
instead of single-mode QRs to increase the elementary entanglement generation rate [44–48]. If the QRs use QIs capable
of storing N modes as nodes, the repeater rate will be increased by a factor of N compared with that of those using
single-mode QIs as nodes. In recent years, the temporally
[49–57], spatially [48,58–61], and spectrally [47,62,63] multiplexed storage of weak coherent light or optical quantum
states has been successfully demonstrated with solid-state
and gas-state ensembles of atoms. With rare-earth ion-doped
crystals [56,64] (solid-state atomic ensembles), spin-wave–
photon quantum correlations in more than ten temporal modes
have been demonstrated [56,57,65] via the DLCZ approach.
Using multiple spatial-channel collections at the same time,
multiplexed QIs that generate entanglement between a spinwave qubit and a photonic qubit in six modes have been
demonstrated with a cold atomic ensemble [48]. By using a
two-dimensional acoustic-optic deflector to vary the spatial
direction of a write laser beam, Duan’s group demonstrated
a multiplexed DLCZ memory with 225 individual memory
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cells (modes) in a cold atomic ensemble [61]. By applying a train of write pulses with each pulse coming from a
different direction to induce DLCZ Raman processes, multiplexed spin-wave–photon entanglement with 19 temporal
storage modes has been achieved [55]. In addition, by applying a reversible external magnetic field with a gradient to
control the rephasing of spin waves, the group of de Riedmatten demonstrated the generation of two time-separated
spin waves in a cold atomic ensemble [66]. When comparing temporal and spatial multimode QIs, one can see that
the photons from temporal-multimode QIs are collected and
detected in a single optical channel (mode), while the photons from spatial-multimode QIs are collected and detected
in multiple individual channels. Thus, temporal-multimode
QIs reduce physical resources compared to spatial-multimode
QIs. However, temporal-multimode QIs have the additional
weakness [67,68] of additional noise induced by temporalmultimode spin waves [55]. This additional noise linearly
increases with the storage mode number m and significantly
decreases atom-photon quantum correlations and entanglement fidelity when the multiplexed memories have large-scale
mode numbers. For example, in a temporal-multimode spinwave–photon entanglement experiment [55], the dependence
of the Bell parameter S on the mode number m shows that S
decreases linearly with m. More precisely, when m = 1, the
measured S = 2.65 ± 0.03, and when m = 14, the measured
S = 2.35 ± 0.05. In the construction of QRs, improvements in
the entanglement fidelity are crucially needed. Many experiments [69–72] have demonstrated entanglement purity from
two initial entanglement sources. In several representative
experiments, the improvements in the entanglement fidelity
(F) in the purified state were in the range of 5–10% better
than the original entanglement states [69–71]. For temporally
multiplexed DLCZ-type quantum memories, the mechanism
behind the additional noise generated in the multimode operations was initially described by Simon et al. [46]. They also
pointed out that the additional noise may be suppressed by
using an optical cavity resonating with “write-out” photons
but not resonating with “read-out” photons. Although the
proposed scheme [46] can effectively reduce the additional
noise, it excludes cavity-enhanced readout [27]. Following the
above cavity scheme, de Riedmatten’s group experimentally
demonstrated the improvement in nonclassical atom-photon
correlations in temporally multiplexed DLCZ quantum memories (QMs) [73]. So far, improvements in the entanglement
fidelity of temporally multiplexed atom-photon QIs have not
been reported.
In the present work, we propose and experimentally
demonstrate an approach to suppress the additional noise
in a temporally multiplexed temporally multiplexed atomphoton entanglement QI. We generate entanglement between
a temporal-multimode spin-wave QM and a Stokes photon
following our previous experimental scheme [55]. In contrast
to our previous work, in which only the symmetric channel
was set up to collect the Stokes (write-out) and anti-Stokes
(read-out) photons, the present approach involves setting up
an asymmetric channel and a symmetric channel to collect
the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, respectively. The symmetric channel means that the Stokes and anti-Stokes modes
have the same transverse spatial extent, and the asymmetric

channel means that the Stokes and anti-Stokes collection
mode sizes differ [see Fig. 1(b) for details]. When the QIs
store 14 modes, the measured Bell parameters S for the QIs
using the asymmetric and the symmetric photon-collection
channels are 2.36 ± 0.03 and 2.24 ± 0.04, respectively,
showing that the QI using the asymmetric channel gives rise
to an increase of 0.12 in the Bell parameter. In contrast to
the scheme proposed in Ref. [46], the present temporally
multiplexed scheme does not exclude the improvement of the
retrieval efficiency via a cavity-enhanced atom-photon coupling [27].
II. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME AND SETUP

We now describe a scheme to suppress the additional noise
in a DLCZ-like temporally multiplexed quantum memory and
improve the fidelity of the temporal-multimode atom-photon
entanglement. The schematic experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The relevant levels of the 87 Rb atoms are shown
in Fig. 1(d), where |g = |5S1/2 , Fg = 1, |s = |5S1/2 , Fs = 2,
|e1  = |5P1/2 , Fe1 = 1, and |e2  = |5P1/2 , Fe2 = 2. The time
sequence of the experimental cycle is shown in Fig. 1(e). The
repetition rate of the experimental cycle is ∼30 Hz (33 ms
per cycle). In each cycle, the magneto-optical trap (MOT) is
switched on for 23 ms for the preparation of the cold atoms
and switched off for 10 ms for the generation of spin-wave–
photon entanglement. After the cloud of cold atoms is released
from the MOT, we prepare the atoms in the ground state
|g via optical pumping with a clean laser pulse and then
start the generation of temporal-multimode spin-wave–photon
entanglement (SWPE). In each generation trial, we apply a
train of write pulses labeled as W (ti ) (i = 1 to m), with each
pulse coming from a different direction around the x axis onto
the atoms [see Fig. 1(a)]. The write laser is σ + polarized
and blue detuned from the |g → |e2  transition by 20 MHz.
The duration of each write pulse is 70 ns. The time interval
between two adjacent write pulses is 360 ns. The angular
separation between the x axis and CHα=1 (CHα=2 ) is about
2° (−2°). Each write pulse induces spontaneous emission of
Raman photons and simultaneously creates a DLCZ memory
(spin wave). Such Raman photons are called Stokes photons
or write-out photons. As shown in Fig. 1(a), we collected
Stokes photons in two channels—-the asymmetric collection
channel [see Fig. 1(b)] and the symmetric collection channel
[see Fig. 1(c)], labeled as CHα=1 and CHα=2 , respectively. The
asymmetric and symmetric channels are both prealigned with
light beams. For the asymmetric channel, a light beam emitted
from the fiber collimator FCS1 passes through a lens and then
goes through the atoms. The spot size of the light beam at the
location of FCS1 , called the optical collection diameter dw,1 of
FCS1 , is ∼2.6 mm. The focus length of the lens is f = 2.4 m.
At the atomic center, the light beam has a spot size of ∼1.37
mm. It is focused down to a spot of waist diameter 0.92 mm
at a location 2.3 m away from FCS1 [see Fig. 1(b) for details].
Finally, the light beam is coupled to the fiber collimator FCAS1
(PAF-X-7-B, Thorlabs). At the position of FCAS1 , the light
beam has a spot size of ∼1.3 mm, which is called the optical
collection diameter dr,1 of FCAS1 . The coupling efficiency is
up to 80%. For the symmetric channel [see Fig. 1(c)], a light
beam emitted from the fiber collimator FCS2 directly passes
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through the atoms. The diameter of the light beam at the
location of FCS2 is 1.3 mm and is called the optical collection
diameter dw,2 of FCS2 . At the atomic center, the spot size of
the light beam is ∼1.2 mm. Next, it is coupled to the fiber
collimator FCAS2 (PAF-X-7-B, Thorlabs) with an efficiency of
83%. The diameter of the light beam at the position of FCAS2
is ∼1.3 mm, which is called the diameter dr,2 of FCAS2 .
Returning to the DLCZ memory generation, the Stokes
(write-out) photons created by the W (ti ) pulse and collected
in CHα are denoted as Sα (ti ). The spin waves associated with
the creation of the time-bin photons Sα (ti ) are denoted as
Mα (ti ), with their wave vectors defined as kMα (ti ) = kw (ti ) −
kSα , where kw (ti ) is the wave vector of the write pulse W (ti )
and kSα are the wave vectors of the Stokes photons in any one
of time bins in the CHα channel. Furthermore, considering
the polarization correlation between the Stokes photons and
the internal states of the atomic spin-wave excitation [55], the
atom-photon joint state, which is created in the CHα channel
by W (ti ), may be written as

0|
+
(1)
ρ α(i) = |0α(i)(i)
χα(i) |α(i)(i)
α
α |,
where α = 1 or 2 denotes the CH1 or CH2 channel, |0α(i)
(0|α(i) ) denotes the vacuum part of the α channel, χα(i) ( 1)
is the probability of generating one pair of a Stokes photon
and a spin wave in ith mode of the α channel,
(i)
(i)
|ap α(i) = cos ϑ|RS(i)α |↑M
+ sinϑ|LS(i)α |↓M
α
α

(2)

denotes ith atom-photon entanglement state in the α
channel, |RS(i)α (|LS(i)α ) denotes a σ + (σ − )-polarized Stokes
(i)
(i)
(| ↓M
) denotes
photon in the time bin Sα (ti ), and | ↑M
α
α
one spin-wave (SW) excitation in the spin-wave mode
Mα (ti ). The parameter ϑ can be obtained from cos2 ϑ =
F g

F g
2
2
[25],
μ=±1 XmF (μ))
mF =−F g XmF (μ = −1)/(
mF =−F g
Fg ,1,Fe

FIG. 1. Overview of the experiment. (a) Experimental setup.
A train of write pulses labeled as W (ti ) (i = 1 to m), with each
pulse coming from a different direction, is applied onto a cloud
of cold atoms, with m being up to 14 (for simplicity, we only
plot four directions). The asymmetric (CH1 ) and symmetric (CH2 )
channels are set up for collecting Stokes and Anti-Stokes photons.
FPGA: programmable gate array; PBS: polarization-beam splitter;
PC: phase compensation; HWP: half-wave plate; QWP: quarterwave plate; D: single photon detector; ASα: Anti-Stokes photons;
FP: Fabry-Perot filters. FCS1 , FCS2 , FCAS1 , and FCAS2 : fiber collimators. (b) Asymmetric photon-collection channel. (c) Symmetric
photon-collection channel. (d) Relevant atomic levels, where σ + (σ − )
denotes right (left) circular polarization, |g = |5S1/2 , Fg = 1, |s =
|5S1/2 , Fs = 2, |e1  = |5P1/2 , Fe1 = 1, and |e2  = |5P1/2 , Fe2 = 2,
mF denotes magnetic quantum number. (e) Time sequence of the
experimental trial. The clean pulses are used for the optical pumping,
which prepares the atoms into the ground level |g.

Fe ,1,Fs

1
1
where XmF (μ) = CmF ,μw ,m
is the
F +μw CmF +μw ,μ,mF +μw +μ,
product of the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for
the transitions, μw = 1 is the helicity of the write laser
field, and μ = +1(−1) is the σ − (σ + )-polarized Stokes
photon. Based on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the
write-laser |g → |e2  and write-out photon |e2  → |s
transitions of 87 Rb atoms1 , where |g → |e2  corresponds
to the transition |5S1/2 , Fg = 1 → |5P1/2 , Fe2 = 2 and
|e2  → |s corresponds to the transition |5P1/2 , Fe2 = 2 →
|5S1/2 , Fs = 2, we obtain cos ϑ = 0.853, which corresponds
to ϑ = 0.7 × (π /4). Based on Eq. (2), one can see that SWPE
can be created in each mode. Therefore, our multiplexed
quantum interface storing m spin-wave modes may generate
SWPE with a total probability:

χα(m) = χα(1) + χα(2) ... + χα(m) ≈ mχα ,

(3)

where we have assumed χα(1) ; χα(2) ... ≈ χα(m) ≈ χα , since the
excitation probabilities for various Mα (ti ) modes are approximately equal in the present experiment.

1
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α
α
α
We use a single-photon detector Dw
(Dw
or Dw
), which
1
2
is shown in Fig. 1(a) (see below for details) to detect the
Stokes photons. As shown in the time sequence of Fig. 1(e),
α
α
the counts of the detectors Dw
and Dw
are registered only
1
2
during the time bins Sα (t1 ) · · · Sα (ti ) · · · Sα (tm ). When a Stokes
photon is detected in the mode Sα (ti ), the storage of the
spin wave in the mode kMα (ti ) = kw (ti ) − kSα (ti ) is heralded.
After a storage time t, the read laser pulse Ri , with its frequency that of the |s → |e1  transition and its direction along
−kw (ti ), is switched on by a feed-forward signal produced by
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which converts the
spin wave kMα (ti ) into an anti-Stokes photon with its wave
vector determined by the phase-matched condition kASα =
kw (ti ) − kSα + kRi ≈ −kSα , where kRi denotes the wave vector
of the read laser pulse Ri and satisfies kRi = −kw (ti ), kSα (t1 ) =
kSα (t2 ) = ... = kSα (tm ) = kSα , meaning that the retrieved antiStokes photon propagates along the opposite direction to the
Stokes photons. The duration of the read laser pulse is 70 ns.
If two Stokes photons are detected in the modes Sα (tl ) and
Sα (tk ) during the application of one write-pulse train (l, k ∈ m
and l < k), only the detection event in Sα (tl ) is registered by
the FPGA. The read laser pulse Rl with direction kRl = −kw l
is controlled by the signal from the FPGA, and is switched
on. The excitation in the Mα (tl ) mode is converted into an
anti-Stokes photon. After the retrieval, a clean pulse with a
duration of 200 ns is applied to pump the atoms into the initial
level |g and then the next trial of spin-wave–photon entanglement generation begins. If no Stokes photon is detected during
the m write pulses, the atoms are pumped directly back into
the initial level by the read and clean pulses. The subsequent
trial then starts.
In the CHα channel, the Stokes (anti-Stokes) photons emitted (retrieved) by the atoms are initially collected by the fiber
collimator FCSα (FCASα ), as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

They are then directed into an optical filter composed of
several Fabry-Perot etalons. After the etalons, the σ + (σ − )polarized Stokes (anti-Stokes) photons in the CH1 or CH2
channel are transformed into H(V)-polarized photons after
passing a λ/4 plate. The Stokes (anti-Stokes) photons then
pass through a phase compensator [labeled PC in Fig. 1(a)],
which can eliminate the phase shifts between the H- and
V-polarized light fields resulting from optical elements such as
optical fibers and filters. Subsequently, the Stokes (write-out)
photons or anti-Stokes (read-out) photons go through a halfwave plate labeled as HWP in Fig. 1(a)] and are guided into
a polarization-beam splitter that transmits horizontal polarization and reflects vertical polarization into the single-photon
α
α
detectors Dw
and Dw
or Drα1 and Drα2 , respectively.
1
2
Before detection, the write-out and read-out photons
are in an entanglement state | pp iα = cos ϑ|HiSα |HiASα +
sin ϑ|V iSα |V iASα , where |HiSα (|V iSα ) denotes an H (V)polarized Stokes photon in the Sα (ti ) mode and |HiASα
(|V iASα ) denotes an H (V)-polarized anti-Stokes photon retrieved from the spin wave Mα (ti ). Note that the σ + (σ − )
polarization of the Stokes (anti-Stokes) photons in the CHα
channel is transformed into H (V) polarization by the λ/4 plate
mentioned above.
The quality of the atom-photon (photon-photon) entanglement created from the temporally multiplexed QI storing m
spin-wave modes in CHα can be characterized by the Bell
parameter:

Sα(m) = Eα(m) (θS , θAS ) − Eα(m) (θS , θAS )


+ Eα(m) (θS , θAS ) + Eα(m) (θS , θAS ) < 2,

with the correlation function Eα(m) (θS , θAS ) given by

(m)
(m)
(m)
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
CD(m)
α Dα (θS , θAS ) + CDα Dα (θ , θ ) − CDα Dα (θ , θAS ) − CDα Dα (θS , θ )
S
AS
S
AS
w1,

r1

w2,

r2

w2,

r1

w1,

r2

(m)
(m)
(m)
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
CD(m)
α Dα (θS , θAS ) + CDα Dα (θ , θ ) + CDα Dα (θ , θAS ) + CDα Dα (θS , θ )
S
AS
S
AS
w1,

r1

where, for example, CD(m)
α Dα (θS , θAS )=
w1,

CD(i−th)
α Dα (θS , θAS )
w1, r1

r1

w2,

r2

w2,

m

(i−th)
i=1 CDα Dα (θS , θAS ),
w1, r1

denotes the coincidence counts between the
detection of a Stokes photon in the time bin Sα (ti ) by
α
Dw
and the detection of a retrieved anti-Stokes photon
1
from Mα (ti ) by Drα1 for polarization angles θS and θAS . The
polarization angles θS (θAS ) of the Stokes (anti-Stokes)
photons can be set by the λ/2 HWP mentioned above.
In the measurement, the canonical settings are chosen
to be θS = 0◦ , θS = 45◦ , θAS = 22.5◦ , and θAS = 67.5◦ ,
⊥
with θS⊥ = θS + π /2(θAS
= θAS + π /2). The coincidence
C(θS , θAS ) of single-mode entanglement for any one of the
channels can be theoretically estimated through C(θS , θAS ) ∝
[(cos ϑ + sin ϑ ) cos(θS − θAS ) + (cos ϑ− sin ϑ )cos(θS +
θAS )]2 [25]. With the parameter ϑ = 0.7 × (π /4) calculated
above, we calculated the correlation functions and then
obtained the highest possible Bell parameter for the
single-mode case in our system, which is Smax ≈ 2.67.

(4)

r1

w1,

,

(5)

r2

As pointed out in previous work [55], although temporally
multiplexed QIs storing m spin waves promise an m-fold
increase in the probability of generating an atom-photon entanglement state compared with single-mode QIs, unwanted
spin waves associated with undetected Stokes photons are also
created in the temporal-multimode spin-wave memory. These
unwanted spin waves are retrieved during the read-out process
and emitted in all directions [55], inducing additional noise in
the read mode. We now describe this additional noise. The
probability of detecting a Stokes photon in one time bin in the
CHα channel is written as
PSα = χα ηw ,

(6)

where ηw is the detection efficiency of a Stokes photon in
the CHα channel. The probability of detecting an anti-Stokes
photon retrieved from the temporally multiplexed spin-wave
memory storing m modes in the CHα channel is written
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r,α
ξse ηr +
where PSα PASα (m) = χα2 γα ηw ηr + χα2 ηw (1 − γα ) ββw,α

as [73]
PASα (m) = χα γα ηr + Ns (1 − γα )βr,α ξse ηr
+ (m − 1)Ns βr,α ξse ηr ,

(7)

where γα is the intrinsic efficiency of the retrieving spin
wave in the individual mode in the CHα channel, m is the
spin-wave mode number, which is equal to the number of
applied write pulses, Ns = χα /βw,α is the total number of
created spin excitations per write pulse in the atomic ensemble
[46,73], βw,α (βr,α ) is the fraction of solid angle corresponding
to the Stokes (anti-Stokes) photon-collection mode, ηr is the
detection efficiency of anti-Stokes photons in the CHα channel, and ξse is the branching ratio corresponding to the read
photon transition, which is on the order of 10–1 in the present
experiment.
With Ns =χα /βw,α , we rewrite the probability PASα (m) in
Eq. (7) as
PASα (m) = χα γα ηr + χα (1 − γα )
+ (m − 1)χα

βr,α
ξse ηr
βw,α

βr,α
ξse ηr .
βw,α

(8)

In the above expression, the first term (χα γα ηr ) denotes the
anti-Stokes photon retrieved from the heralded spin wave, the
second term denotes the noise due to the imperfect retrieval
efficiency, and the last term denotes the additional noise resulting from nondirectional emissions of the unwanted spin
waves [55] induced by m−1 write pulses. The probability of
detecting a coincidence between the Stokes and anti-Stokes
photons in each mode in the CHα channel is written as
PSα ,ASα (m) = χα γα ηw ηr + PSα PASα (m),
Vα (m) ≈


1 + 2 χα +

χα
γα

(9)

Vα (1)
·
(1 − γα )ξse (βr,α /βw,α ) 1 +

Vα (1)
.
1+2χα (m − 1)ξse (βr,α /βw,α )/γα

α

α

α

(10)

The Bell parameter can be evaluated as
√
√
2 2Vα (1)
Sα (m) = 2 2Vα (m) =
.
1+2χα (m − 1)ξse (βr,α /βw,α )/γα
(11)
Equations (10) and (11) show that the visibility and Bell
parameters of the temporally multiplexed atom-photon entanglement decrease with the mode number m. For m =
(2)
≈ 1. Therefore,
1, Vα (1) ≈ Vα (1), which means that gg(2) −1
+1
Eqs. (10) and (11) are reasonable only for cases in which g(2)
is high, i.e., χα  1, as mentioned above.
In previous experiments on atom-photon entanglement
[21–24,55], the collection of write and read photons was
symmetric, i.e., βr,α /βw,α ≈ 1. For suppressing the additional

α

PS,AS (m=1)
have Vα (1) = Vα (1) gg(2) −1
, where g(2) = PS (m=1)·P
de+1
AS (m=1)
notes the cross-correlation function. Using the expressions
for PSα ,ASα (m), PSα , and PASα (m), we can rewrite the visibility
Vα (m) as

2(m−1)χα ξse (βr,α / βw,α ) 
1
γα

For the excitation probability χα  1, we assume that
χα + χγαα (1 − γα )ξse (βr,α /βw,α ) ≈ 0. In this case, we have
Vα (m) =

r,α
χα2 ηw (m−1) ββw,α
ξse ηr denotes an accidental probability in the
coincidence. In this expression, the first and second terms
correspond to an accidental event in single-mode memory
and the third term corresponds to an accidental event due to
the additional noise resulting from the unwanted spin waves
with m−1 modes.
For a single-mode atom-photon entangled state, the Bell
parameter S can be measured from
√ the correlation functions
and can be expressed as S = 2 2V [74], where V denotes
the entanglement visibility of the two-photon coincidence,
which can be obtained by measuring the interference fringes
of the correlation functions as functions of the Stokes phase.
In this way, the Bell parameter for the atom-photon entanglement with m spin-wave storage modes
√ generated in
the channel α can be written as Sα (m) = 2 2Vα (m), where
Vα (m) is the visibility of the atom-photon entanglement state.
To theoretically evaluate the visibility Vα (m), we may exP ,ASα (m)−PSα PASα (m)
press Vα (m) as Vα (m) = Vα (1) PSSα ,AS
, where the
α
α (m)+PSα PAS α (m)
factor Vα (1) is less than 1 as a result of the deviation
√
of the parameter cos ϑ from the ideal value of 1/ 2 and
the imperfect phase compensation of the optical elements.
P ,ASα (m)−PSα PASα (m)
The term Vα (m) = Vα (1) PSSα ,AS
describes the deα
α (m)+PSα PAS α (m)
crease in the visibility due to multiphoton errors. (See Fig. 3
for the value of Vα (1).) When m = 1, the term Vα (m) =
(2)
P
α (m)−PSα PAS α (m)
Vα (1) PSSα ,AS
corresponds to gg(2) −1
and we then
+1
,AS (m)+PS PAS (m)
(2)

1

+ 2 χα +

χα
γα

(1 − γα )ξse (βr,α /βw,α )

 .

noise in the temporal-multimode spin-wave memory, we set
up the asymmetric photon-collection channel CH1 , where we
expect that βr,α /βw,α < 1. To explain how the asymmetric
photon-collection channel gives βr,α /βw,α < 1, we evaluate
the ratios βr,α /βw,α for the asymmetric and symmetric photoncollection channels. When a write laser pulse is applied to
an atomic ensemble along a particular direction, for example,
the x axis in our experiment, it induces spontaneous emission
of the Stokes photons and simultaneously creates a DLCZ
memory (spin wave). The Stokes photons randomly emit in
various directions, i.e., over a 4π solid angle. For simplicity,
we assume that the Stokes photons emit in a spherical-wave
mode, with the emission center being the center of the atoms.
The optical collection areas of the fiber collimators FCS1
2
and FCS2 can be evaluated as Aw,1 = π (d4w,1 ) and Aw,2 =
π (dw,2 )2
, where dw,1
4
FCS2 , respectively.

and dw,2 are the diameters of FCS1 and
As shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), FCS1
and FCS2 are both located at the position x1 = −1.2 m. The
solid angles of the Stokes photons collected in CH1 and
w,1
w,2
CH2 can be estimated as w,1 = (x A−x
and w,2 = (x A−x
,
)2
)2
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(m)
FIG. 2. Measured excitation probabilities χα=1
(red circles) and
(black squares) as a function of mode number m for the write
beam with 100 μW power. Error bars in the experimental data represent 1 standard deviation, which is estimated from the Poissonian
detection statistics.
(m)
χα=1

respectively, where x0 = 0 denotes the coordinate value of
the center of the atoms. The heralded spin-wave memories
are mapped into read-out (anti-Stokes) photons by applying
the read laser pulse. In the read process, the unwanted spin
waves mentioned in Eq. (8) are also retrieved, mapped into
noise photons, and emitted in all directions, i.e., over a 4π
solid angle. The solid angles of the read-out photon noise
collected by the fiber collimators FCAS1 and FCAS2 in CH1
2
r,1
r,1
and CH2 are estimated as r,1 = (x A−x
= π4 ( x2d−x
) and
)2
0
2

2

0

dr,2
π
r,2
r,2 = (x A−x
2 = 4 ( x −x ) , where x2 = 1250 mm denotes the
2
0
2
0)
position of FCAS1 (FCAS2 ) along the x axis, and dr,1 and dr,2
denote the diameters of FCAS2 and FCAS2 , respectively, which
were provided above. In the CHα channel (α = 1, 2), the
fractions of the solid angles, which were defined in Eq. (7),
can be expressed as βw,α = w,α /4π for the Stokes photon collection and βr,α = r,α /4π for the anti-Stokes photon
collection, respectively. Since the difference between the separation distances |x1 − x0 | and |x2 − x0 | is small, we assume
that |x1 − x0 | ≈ |x2 − x0 | in the following estimate. The ratio
of the solid angle fraction for collecting Stokes photons to that
for collecting read-out (anti-Stokes) photons can be estimated
= AAw,1
for the asymmetrical channel (CH1 ) and
as r1 = ββw,1
r,1
r,1

r2 = ββw,2
= AAw,2
for the symmetrical channel (CH2 ). As disr,2
r,2
cussed above, the diameters of the collimators FCS1 , FCAS1 ,
FCS2 , and FCAS2 are 2.6, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.3 mm, respectively,
and thus, we have r1 ≈ 4.69 and r2 ≈ 1.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

By applying a train containing m write laser pulses with
each pulse coming from a different direction to a cloud of
cold atoms, we generate atom-photon (photon-photon) entanglement in m temporal modes.
The red circles and black squares in Fig. 2 are the measured
(m)
(m)
generation probabilities χα=1
and χα=2
as a function of the
mode number m for the case that each write pulse has a power

of 100 μW. The measured results show that the probabilities
(m)
(m)
and χα=2
increase linearly with m, i.e., that the QI storing
χα=1
m spin-wave modes may increase the probability of generating
atom-photon entanglement by a factor of m. On the other
hand, the atom-photon entanglement excitation probability
(m)
(m)
) in CH1 is significantly larger than that in CH2 (χα=2
).
(χα=1
The reason for this is that the Stokes collection angle in the
CH1 channel is larger than that in CH2 .
In the following coincidence measurements of the two
photons, the excitation probabilities χα=1 and χα=2 are
both set to be ∼1%, as obtained by choosing the powers
of the individual write pulses to be 75 and 100 μW, respectively.
We measure the retrieval efficiencies of the spin waves
M(t1 ), M(t2 ) . . . M(tm=14 ) in the CH1 (CH2 ) channel and find
that they are basically similar. The average retrieval efficiency
in the CH1 channel is γ1 = 15.8(±0.5)% and that in CH2 is
γ2 = 16.7(±0.6)%. The retrieval efficiency in the asymmetrical channel (CH1 ) is slightly less than that in the symmetrical
channel (CH2 ). In the following, we explain the slightly different retrieval efficiencies. In our present experiment, a spin
wave paired with a Stokes photon can be randomly created
by a write laser pulse. If the Stokes photon is detected, the
creation of the spin wave is heralded. A read laser beam will
then be applied along the direction opposite to the write pulse
to retrieve the heralded spin wave. According to the phasematched condition, the read-out photon propagates along the
direction opposite to that of the Stokes photon and is then
collected by fiber collimators. For the asymmetrical channel,
the beam mode of the write-out photon is different from that
of read-out photons in the atomic ensemble, which results in
a phase mismatch in their wave vectors. In addition, the effective interaction area of the atoms is different for the write–read
process. However, since the divergence angles (λ/π ω) of the
laser beams (ω ∼ 500μm) are very small (∼5 × 10−4 ), the
phase mismatch has a small effect on the retrieval efficiency.
Therefore, the asymmetrical channel gives rise to a slight
decrease in the retrieval efficiency.
The red circles and blue squares in Fig. 3 show the mea(m)
(m)
and Sα=2
data when the memory stores m modes.
sured Sα=1
For m = 1, the measured Bell parameter for the two channels
is S ≈ 2.58, which is less than the theoretically expected value
of S ≈ 2.67. We attribute this difference mainly to the imperfect optical phase compensation in our experimental setup.
(m=14)
(m=14)
In Fig. 3, the measured Bell parameters Sα=1
and Sα=2
are 2.36 ± 0.03 and 2.24 ± 0.04, respectively, showing that
the asymmetrical configuration increases the Bell parameter
S by 0.12 compared with the symmetrical
configuration. Ac√
cording to the relationship Sexp = 2 2V , we evaluated the
visibilities for the asymmetric and symmetric channels to be
V ≈ 0.834 and V ≈ 0.792, respectively. With the expression
F = 3V4+1 [75], we obtain entanglement fidelities of F ≈
87.6% and F ≈ 84.4% for the asymmetric and symmetric
photon-collection channels, respectively, which show that the
QI using the asymmetric channel increases the entanglement
fidelity by ∼3%. The red dashed (blue solid) line in Fig. 3
is the fit to the experimental data of CH1 (CH2 ) based on
≈ 1.7 (r2 = ββw,2
≈ 1) for the
Eq. (11), which gives r1 = ββw,1
r,1
r,2
asymmetric (symmetric) channel. The fitted result r1 ≈ 1.7
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(m)
(m)
FIG. 3. Measured Bell parameter Sα=1
(red circles) Sα=2
(blue
squares) as a function of mode number m for the excitation probabilities χα=1 ≈ 1% and χα=2 ≈ 1%. The red dashed and blue solid
curves are the fittings by using Eq. (11). In the fittings, branching ratio ξse =0.093, retrieval efficiencies γα=1 = 15.8% and γα=2 =
16.7%, the ratios of the solid angles r1 ≈ 1.7(βr,α=1 /βw,α=1 ≈
1/1.7) and r2 = 1(βr,α=2 /βw,α=2 ≈ 1), the visibilities for singlemode Vα=1 (1) ≈ V α=2 (1) ≈ 0.91. Error bars in the experimental
data represent 1 standard deviation, which is estimated from the
Poissonian detection statistics.

is far lower than the estimated result of r1 ≈ 4.69. We attribute this discrepancy to the following two causes: (1) In our
spherical-wave mode, the interactions between the write–read
laser beam and the atoms are assumed to occur at the center of
the atoms. In reality, the interactions occur in the overlapping
area between the write–read laser beam and the atoms. (2) In
our estimation of the solid angles, we assume that the fiber
collimators can effectively collect the spherical-wave mode of
photon emissions. In reality, the collimators can effectively
collect the TEM00 laser mode. We expect that future work
could lead to the development of a complex model to describe
our experimental results well and further improve the repeater
performance.
Based on the fits in Fig. 3, one may expect that when
satisfying violations of the Bell inequality, the multiplexed
QI using the asymmetrical channel can store 42 modes, while
the multiplexed QI using a symmetrical channel can store 26
modes.
To investigate the multimode storage ability of the ensem(m=14)
ble, we measure the decay of the Bell parameter Sα=1
and
(m=14)
Sα=2 with the storage time t for the generation probabilities χα=1 ≈ χα=2 ≈ 1%, respectively. The red circles (black
squares) in Fig. 4 depict the measured Sα(m=14) as a function of
the storage time t. In the CH1 channel, the measured Bell pa(m=14)
rameter Sα=1
= 2.12 ± 0.04 for the storage time t = 25 μs
violates the Bell inequality by 3 standard deviations. In the
(m=14)
CH2 channel, the measured Sα=2 = 2.06 ± 0.03 for the storage time t = 20 μs violates the Bell inequality by 2 standard
(m=14)
deviations. Since the errors on the Sα=1
data are comparable
(m=14)
with those on the Sα=2 data, the stability associated with
generating multimode atom-photon entanglement in CH2 is
basically the same as that in CH1 .

(m=14)
(m=14)
FIG. 4. Bell parameter Sα=1
(Sα=2
) as a function of storage
time t for the excitation probability χα=1 ≈ 1% (χα=2 ≈ 1%). The
red circles (black squares) depict the measured Sα(m=14) for various
storage times t in CHα channel. Error bars in the experimental data
represent 1 standard deviation, which is estimated from the Poissonian detection statistics.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have experimentally demonstrated a scheme that can
improve the entanglement quality of temporal multimode
atom-photon QIs by using an asymmetric photon-collection
channel instead of a symmetric one. When the atom-photon
entanglement QIs store 14 temporal modes, the measured
Bell parameters S are 2.24 ± 0.04 and 2.36 ± 0.03 for QIs
using symmetrical and asymmetrical channels, respectively,
showing that the QIs using asymmetric channels give rise
to a 3% increase in entanglement fidelity over QIs using
symmetric channels. The physics behind this entanglement
improvement can be explained as follows. For temporal multimode atom-photon QIs, the additional noise is proportional
to the ratio βr /βw (1/r) [46]. Since the ratio βr /βw in a
temporal-multimode atom-photon QI that uses an asymmetric
photon-collection channel is smaller than that in one that
uses a symmetric photon-collection channel, the visibility
of atom-photon entanglement for a QI using an asymmetric photon-collection channel is better. Based on the fits in
Fig. 3, the storage temporal mode number in a multiplexed
QI using the asymmetrical channel promising to violate the
Bell inequality is expected to be up to 42, which is far
beyond the value of 26 modes for the multiplexed QI using a symmetrical one. In contrast to the cavity-enhanced
noise-suppression scheme in Ref. [73], our asymmetric
photon-collection scheme promises cavity-enhanced readout.
The presented temporal multimode DLCZ-like memories
can be combined with the spatial multiplexing scheme [43]
to achieve large-scale multiplexed QIs. Considering a multiplexed atom-photon entanglement source that stores 14
temporal and 15 spatial SW qubits, the total number of
memory qubits will reach Nm = 14 × 15 = 210. Moreover,
the presented temporally multiplexed scheme allows one to
improve the retrieval efficiency via cavity-enhanced atomphoton coupling.
In our experiment, the measured Bell parameter for
single-mode spin-wave–photon entanglement in the sym-
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FIG. 5. Relevant atomic levels for the proposed scheme.

metric and asymmetric channels is S ≈ 2.58, which
√ is
lower than the ideal Bell parameter value of 2 2. A
main limitation to the measured results is that the highest possible Bell parameter in our presented scheme is
Smax ≈ 2.67. To improve the maximum Bell parameter
value, we propose a scheme. In this scheme, the atomic
memory still uses cold 87 Rb atoms. The relevant atomic
levels |g = |5S1/2 , Fg = 1, |s = |5S1/2 , Fs = 2, |e1  =
|5P1/2 , Fe1 = 1, and |e2  = |5P1/2 , Fe2 = 2 are shown in
Fig. 5.
In contrast to the presented experiment, the atoms are
initially prepared in the Zeeman level |g, mg = 0 via optical
pumping, where mg denotes the magnetic quantum number of
|g. A right-circularly polarized write pulse with a frequency
blue detuned from the |g → |e2  transition by 20 MHz
is applied. The write pulse will induce Raman transitions
|g, mg = 0 → |s, ms = 2(|g, mg = 0 → |s, ms = 0) via
|e2 , me2 = 1, which emits a right-circularly polarized
(left-circularly polarized) Stokes photon and simultaneously
creates a spin-wave excitation associated with the coherence
|g, mg = 0 ↔ |s, ms = 0 (|g, mg = 0 ↔ |s, ms = 2). The
above Raman processes will create an atom-photon entanglement state, written as |ap  = cos ϑ|R|S00  + sinϑ|S02 ,
where |R(|L) denotes a right- (left-) circularly polarized
Stokes photon, |S00 (|S02 ) denotes one spin-wave
excitation associated with the Zeeman coherence
|g, mg = 0 ↔ |s, ms = 0
(|g, mg = 0 ↔ |s, ms = 2),
the parameter ϑ can be obtained according to cos2 ϑ =
where
Xm2g =0 (μ = 1)/(Xm2g=0 (μ = 1) + Xm2g =0 (μ = −1)),
Fg ,1,Fe

Fe ,1,Fs

Xmg=0 (μ) = Cmg =0,μ2 w =1,m +μw =1 Cmg2+μw =1,μ,mg +μw +μ, is the
F
product of the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for
the transitions, μw = 1 is the helicity of the write laser
field, and μ = +1(−1) is the right- (left-) circularly
polarized Stokes photon. Based on the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients for the write-laser transition |g → |e2 
(|5S1/2 , Fg = 1 → |5P1/2 , Fe2 = 2) and write-out photon
transition
|e2  → |s(|5P
1/2 , Fe2 = 2 → |5S1/2 , Fs = 2),
√
we obtain cos ϑ = 3/5, which corresponds to ϑ =
0.87 × (π /4). By applying a left-circularly polarized read
pulse with its frequency tuned to the |s → |e1  transition,
the spin-wave–photon entanglement can be mapped into
two-photon entanglement (see the read process in Fig. 5).
The highest possible Bell parameter can be theoretically
evaluated from the coincidence expression C(θS , θAS ) ∝

(m)
FIG. 6. Expected results of Bell parameters Sα=1
(blue solid
(m)
curve) and Sα=2 (black dashed curve) as a function of mode number m
for the proposed scheme with Vα=1 (1) ≈ V α=2 (1) ≈ 0.95. The other
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 3.

[(cos ϑ + sin ϑ ) cos(θS − θAS ) + (cos ϑ− sin ϑ ) cos
(θS +
θAS )]2 mentioned above. Based on it, we calculated the
correlation functions and then obtained the highest possible
Bell parameter of Smax ≈ 2.8 for the proposed scheme.
Compared to the presented scheme, the proposed scheme
may increase the maximum Bell parameter by a factor of
F ≈ Smax /Smax ≈ 2.8/2.67 ≈ 1.05. When using the proposed
scheme instead of the presented scheme, the measured Bell
parameter (visibility) for the single-mode (m = 1) spin-wavephoton entanglement may be increased by the √
same factor
F ≈ 1.05 and then reaches S ≈ 2.7(V (1) ≈ S/2 2 ≈ 0.95).
(m)
In this case, we theoretically calculated Bell parameters Sα=1
(m)
(blue solid curve) for the asymmetric channel and Sα=2 (black
dashed curve) for the symmetric channel as a function of
the mode number m according to Eq. (11). The results are
presented in Fig. 6, and show that, when satisfying violations
of the Bell inequality, the multiplexed QI using the asymmetrical channel can be expected to store 51 modes, while the
multiplexed QI using the symmetrical channel only stores 32
modes.
The short storage lifetime (∼25 μs) can be extended by
trapping atoms in an optical lattice [15,17] and selecting
two magnetic field insensitive spin waves to store memory
qubits [76,77]. To minimize transmission losses in fibers, one
can convert the Stokes photons (795 nm) into photons in
the telecommunications band [78–80]. Since the temporalmultimode Stokes photons propagate in a spatial channel,
the conversion is done in a waveguide device. The presented
work paves the road to achieving high-performance QIs
and will benefit QR-based long-distance quantum communications.
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